fluid dynamics (CFD) is necessary in the design processes of all current and balancing the design process means using a judicious balance of CFD and MFD.
Until that integrity can be ensured, the design is reworked. is still not in hand after more than 50 years of serious effort, CFD validation, which has been in vogue since the mid 1970s, is an elusive goal for current aerospace plane programs. If CFD validation is defined as a process, lr-19'21 then the outcome of that process is of doubtful use in a design application.
What is of a paramount concern for the fluid-dynamics design is quantification of the CFD uncertainties and the management of those uncertainties so that their magnitude is appreciably reduced.
The fluid-dynamics specificationsof a fluid-dynamics systemare essentiallydetermined by the performance parameters and, to some extent, by the global flow fields. These parameters and flow fields are important in the design process. Therefore, their credibility must be determined.
The CFD credibility requirement calls for the determination of the level of credibility or quantification of the uncertainties related to CFD-determined performance estimates and global flow fields. A related issue is computational fluid dynamics accuracy.
The utility of CFD results determines the level of accuracy required of these results. In either case, the approach is a top-down one. These codes must be certified; that is, these codes must go through a process that would assure or inform with certainty to whom it may concern that they generate reliable results. 2) What is of a paramount concern for fluid dynamics design is not CFD code validation but quantification of CFD uncertainties so that their magnitude is appreciably reduced and so that these uncertainties are used for designing with margin.
Unless
3) Quantitative (probabilistic) risk assessment is required for credibility, success, margin, safety, and quality control.
4)
Model validation is a principal responsibility of research institutes, and CFD design application is a principal responsibility of industry.
Both activities are carried out with CFD codes that must go through a process to inform with certainty (to certify) the reliability of the results produced by them.
5)
The designers need to be "designed" to properly use CFD if they are to produce good designs.
6) The Total Quality Management
System philosophy requires quality control of CFD that is used in the design process.
7)
The principles of balandng the design process need to be used to determine the cost of computations vis-g-vis ground-based tests. 
